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Abstract: We discuss an approach to characterizing local degrees of freedom of a sub-
region in diffeomorphism-invariant theories using the extended phase space of Donnelly
and Freidel, [JHEP 2016 (2016) 102]. Such a characterization is important for defin-
ing local observables and entanglement entropy in gravitational theories. Traditional
phase space constructions for subregions are not invariant with respect to diffeomor-
phisms that act at the boundary. The extended phase space remedies this problem by
introducing edge mode fields at the boundary whose transformations under diffeomor-
phisms render the extended symplectic structure fully gauge invariant. In this work, we
present a general construction for the edge mode symplectic structure. We show that
the new fields satisfy a surface symmetry algebra generated by the Noether charges
associated with the edge mode fields. For surface-preserving symmetries, the algebra is
universal for all diffeomorphism-invariant theories, comprised of diffeomorphisms of the
boundary, SL(2,R) transformations of the normal plane, and, in some cases, normal
shearing transformations. We also show that if boundary conditions are chosen such
that surface translations are symmetries, the algebra acquires a central extension.
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1 Introduction
In gravitational theories, the problem of defining local subregions and observables is
complicated by diffeomorphism invariance. Because it is a gauge symmetry, diffeomor-
phism invariance leads to constraints that must be satisfied by initial data for the field
equations. These constraints relate the values of fields in one subregion of a Cauchy
slice to their values elsewhere, so that the fields cannot be interpreted as observables
localized to a particular region. While this is true in any gauge theory, a further chal-
lenge for diffeomorphism-invariant theories is that specifying a particular subregion is
nontrivial, since diffeomorphisms can change the subregion’s coordinate position.
A related issue in quantum gravitational theories is the problem of defining en-
tanglement entropy for a subregion. The usual definition of entanglement entropy
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assumes a factorization of the Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HA¯ into tensor factors HA
and HA¯ associated with a subregion A and its complement A¯. However, all physical
states in a gauge theory are required to be annihilated by the constraints, and the
nonlocal relations the constraints impose on the physical Hilbert space prevents such
a factorization from occurring. One way of handling this nonfactorization is to define
the entropy in terms of the algebra of observables for the local subregion [1]. This
necessitates a choice of center for the algebra, which roughly corresponds to Wilson
lines that are cut by the entangling surface. This procedure is further complicated in
gravitational theories, since the local subregion and its algebra of observables must be
defined in a diffeomorphism-invariant manner. Thus, the issues of local observables
and entanglement in gravitational theories are intertwined.
Despite these challenges, there are indications that a well-defined notion of local ob-
servables and entanglement should exist in gravitational theories. Holography provides
a compelling example, where the entanglement of bulk regions bounded by an extremal
surface may be expressed in terms of entanglement in the CFT via the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula and its quantum corrections [2, 3]. Such regions are defined relationally rel-
ative to a fixed region on the boundary, and hence give a diffeomorphism-invariant
characterization of the local subregion. Work regarding bulk reconstruction suggests
that the algebra of observables for this subregion is fully expressible in terms of the
subregion algebra of the CFT [4–9].
In addition, there are various pieces of circumstantial evidence suggesting that
entanglement entropy is a well-defined and useful concept in quantum gravity. The
gravitational field equations have been shown to follow from applying the first law of
entanglement entropy [10, 11] to subregions, both in holography [12–16] and for more
general gravitational theories [17–20], all of which is predicated on a well-defined notion
for entanglement for the local subregion. In fact, it is conjectured that connectivity of
the spacetime manifold arises from entanglement between the microscopic degrees of
freedom from which the gravitational theory emerges [21]. Furthermore, entanglement
entropy provides a natural explanation for the proportionality between black hole en-
tropy and horizon area [22–25], while finessing the issue of entanglement divergences
through renormalization of the gravitational couplings [26–28]. However, in the case of
gauge theories, the matching between entanglement entropy divergences and the renor-
malization of gravitational couplings is subtle. The entropy computed using conical
methods [29] contains contact terms [30–32], which are related to the presence of edge
modes on the entangling surface. These arise as a consequence of the nonfactorization
of the Hilbert space due to the gauge constraints. Only when the entanglement from
these edge modes is properly handled does the black hole entropy have a statistical
interpretation in terms of a von Neumann entropy [33–35].
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Recently, Donnelly and Freidel presented a continuum description of the edge
modes that arise both in Yang-Mills theory and general relativity [36]. Using covariant
phase space techniques [37–40], they construct a symplectic potential and symplectic
form associated with a local subregion. These are expressed as local integrals of the
fields and their variations over a Cauchy surface Σ. However, one finds that they are not
fully gauge-invariant: gauge transformations that are nonvanishing at the boundary ∂Σ
change the symplectic form by boundary terms. Invariance is restored by introducing
new fields in a neighborhood of the boundary, whose change under gauge transforma-
tions cancels the boundary term from the original symplectic form. These new edge
modes thus realize the idea that boundaries break gauge invariance, and cause some
would-be gauge modes to become degrees of freedom associated with the subregion
[41, 42].
The analysis of diffeomorphism-invariant theories in [36] was restricted to general
relativity with vanishing cosmological constant. However, the construction can be gen-
eralized to arbitrary diffeomorphism-invariant theories, and it is the purpose of the
present work to show how this is done. The symplectic potential for the edge modes
can be expressed in terms of the Noether charge and the on-shell Lagrangian of the
theory, and the symplectic form derived from it has contributions from the edge modes
only at the boundary. These edge modes come equipped with set of symmetry trans-
formations, and the symmetry algebra is represented on the phase space as a Poisson
bracket algebra. The generators of the surface symmetries are given by the Noether
charges associated with the transformations. We find that for generic diffeomorphism-
invariant theories, the transformations that preserve the entangling surface generate
the algebra Diff(∂Σ)⋉
(
SL(2,R)⋉ R2·(d−2)
)∂Σ
. In certain cases, including general rel-
ativity, the algebra is reduced to Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ SL(2,R)∂Σ, consistent with the results
of [36]. Furthermore, for any other theory, there always exists a modification of the
symplectic structure in the form of a Noether charge ambiguity [43] that reduces the
algebra down to Diff(∂Σ)⋉SL(2,R)∂Σ. We also discuss what happens when the algebra
is enlarged to include surface translations, the transformations that do not map ∂Σ to
itself. In order for these transformations to be Hamiltonian, the dynamical fields gener-
ically have to satisfy boundary conditions at ∂Σ. Assuming the appropriate boundary
conditions can be found, the full surface symmetry algebra is a central extension of
either Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ (SL(2,R)⋉ R2)
∂Σ
, or a larger, simple Lie algebra. The appearance
of central charges in these algebras is familiar from similar constructions involving edge
modes at asymptotic infinity or black hole horizons [42, 44, 45].
The construction of the extended phase space for arbitrary diffeomorphism-invariant
theories is useful for a number of reasons. For one, higher curvature corrections to the
Einstein-Hilbert action generically appear due to quantum gravitational effects. It is
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useful to have a formalism that can compute the corrections to the edge mode en-
tanglement coming from these higher curvature terms. Additionally, there are several
diffeomorphism-invariant theories that are simpler than general relativity in four dimen-
sions, such as 2 dimensional dilaton gravity or 3 dimensional gravity in Anti-de-Sitter
space. These could be useful testing grounds in which to understand the edge mode
entanglement entropy, before trying to tackle the problem in four or higher dimensions.
Finally, the general construction clarifies the relation of the extended phase space to
the Wald formalism [46, 47], a connection that was also noted in [48].
This paper begins with a review of the covariant phase space in section 2. Care
is taken to describe vectors and differential forms on this infinite-dimensional space,
and also to understand the effect of diffeomorphisms of the spacetime manifold on the
covariant phase space. Section 3 discusses the X fields that appear in the extended
phase space, which give rise to the edge modes. Following this, the construction of
the extended phase space is given in section 4, which describes how the edge mode
fields contribute to the extended symplectic form. Ambiguities in the construction are
characterized in section 5, and the surface symmetry algebra is identified in section 6.
Section 7 gives a summary of results and ideas for future work.
2 Covariant phase space
The covariant phase space [37–40] provides a Hamiltonian description of a field theory’s
degrees of freedom while maintaining spacetime covariance. This is achieved by working
with the space S of solutions to the field equations. As long as the field equations admit
a well-posed initial value formulation, each solution is in one-to-one correspondence
with its initial data on some Cauchy slice. S may therefore be used to construct a
phase space that is equivalent to other Hamiltonian formalisms, such as ADM [49],
but since it does not require a choice of Cauchy slice and decomposition into spatial
and time coordinates, spacetime covariance remains manifest. The specification of a
Cauchy surface and time variable can be viewed as a choice of coordinates on S, with
each solution being identified by its initial data.
Working directly with S allows coordinate-free techniques to be applied to both
the spacetime manifold and the phase space itself. In particular, the exterior calculus
on the S gives a powerful language for describing the phase space symplectic geometry.
We will follow the treatment of the exterior calculus given in [36],1 where it was used to
provide an extremely efficient way of identifying edge modes for a local subregion in a
1For an extended review of this formalism, see [50] and references therein.
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gauge theory. This section provides a review of the formalism, on which the remainder
of this paper heavily relies.
The theories under consideration consist of dynamical fields, including the metric
gab and any matter fields, propagating on a spacetime manifold M . These fields sat-
isfy diffeomorphism-invariant equations of motion, and the phase space is constructed
from the infinite-dimensional space of solutions to these equations, S. Despite being
infinite-dimensional, many concepts from finite-dimensional differential geometry, such
as vector fields, one-forms, and Lie derivatives, extend straightforwardly to S, assuming
it satisfies some technical requirements such as being a Banach manifold [51, 52]. One
begins by understanding the functions on S, a wide class of which is provided by the
dynamical fields themselves. Given a spacetime point x ∈M and a field φ, the function
φx associates to each solution the value of φ(x) in that solution. More generally, func-
tionals of the dynamical fields, such as integrals over regions of spacetime, also define
functions on S by simply evaluating the functional in a given solution. We will often
denote φx simply by φ, with the dependence on the spacetime point x implicit.
A vector at a point of S describes an infinitesimal displacement away from a par-
ticular solution, and hence corresponds to a solution of the linearized field equations.
Specifying a linearized solution about each full solution then defines a vector field V
on all of S. The vector field acts on S-functions as a directional derivative, and in
particular its action on the functions φx is to give a new function ΦxV ≡ V [φ
x], which,
given a solution, evaluates the linearization Φ of the field φ at the point x. This also
allows us to define the exterior derivative of the functions φx, denoted δφx. When
contracted with the vector field V , the one-form δφx simply returns the scalar function
ΦxV . The one-forms δφ
x form an overcomplete basis, so that arbitrary one-forms may
be expressed as sums (or integrals over the spacetime point x) of δφx. This basis is
overcomplete because the functions φx at different points x are related through the
equations of motion, so that the forms δφx are related as well.
Forms of higher degree can be constructed from the δφx one-forms by taking exterior
products. The exterior product of a p-form α and a q-form β is simply written αβ,
and satisfies αβ = (−1)pqβα. Since we only ever deal with exterior products of forms
defined on S instead of more general tensor products, no ambiguity arises by omitting
the ∧ symbol, which we instead reserve for spacetime exterior products. The action
of the exterior derivative on arbitrary forms is fixed as usual by its action on scalar
functions, along with the requirements of linearity, nilpotency δ2 = 0, and that it acts
as an antiderivation,
δ(αβ) = (δα)β + (−1)pαδβ. (2.1)
The exterior derivative δ always increases the degree of the form by one. On the other
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hand, each vector field V defines an antiderivation IV that reduces the degree by one
through contraction. IV can be completely characterized by its action on one-forms
IV δφ
x = ΦxV , along with the antiderivation property, linearity, nilpotency I
2
Φ = 0, and
requiring that it annihilate scalars. Just as in finite dimensions, the action of the S Lie
derivative, denoted LV , is related to δ and IV via Cartan’s magic formula [52]
LV = IV δ + δIV . (2.2)
LV is a derivation, LV (αβ) = (LV α)β + αLV β, that preserves the degree of the form.
We next discuss the consequences of working with diffeomorphism invariant the-
ories. A diffeomorphism Y is a smooth, invertible map, Y : M → M , sending the
spacetime manifold M to itself. The diffeomorphism induces a map of tensors at Y (x)
to tensors at x through the pullback Y ∗ [53]. Diffeomorphism invariance is simply the
statement that if a configuration of tensor fields φ satisfy the equations of motion, then
so do the pulled back fields Y ∗φ. Now consider a one-parameter family of diffeomor-
phisms Yλ, with Y0 the identity. This yields a family of fields Y
∗
λ φ that all satisfy the
equations of motion. The first order change induced by Y ∗λ defines the spacetime Lie
derivative £ξ with respect to ξ
a, the tangent vector to the flow of Yλ. Consequently,
£ξφ must be a solution to the linearized field equations, and the infinitesimal diffeo-
morphism generated by ξa defines a vector field on S, which we denote ξˆ, whose action
on δφ is
Iξˆδφ ≡ £ξφ. (2.3)
The diffeomorphisms we have considered so far have been taken to act the same
on all solutions. A useful generalization of this are the solution-dependent diffeomor-
phisms, defined through a function, Y : S → Diff(M), valued in the diffeomorphism
group of the manifold, Diff(M). Letting Y denote the image of this function, we would
like to understand how the Lie derivative LV and exterior derivative δ on S combine
with the action of the pullback Y ∗. In the case Y is constant on S, the Lie derivative
simply commutes with Y ∗, and so LV Y
∗α = Y ∗LV α, where α is any form constructed
from fields and their variations at a single spacetime point. When Y is not constant,
V generates one-parameter families of diffeomorphisms Yλ and forms αλ along the flow
in S. At a given solution s0, define a solution-independent diffeomorphism Y0 ≡ Y (s0)
by the value of Y at s0. Then Y
∗
λ αλ and Y
∗
0 αλ are related to each other at all values of
λ by a diffeomorphism, Y ∗λ (Y
−1
0 )
∗. The first order change in these quantities at λ = 0
is given by LV , and since the two quantities differ at first order by an infinitesimal
diffeomorphism, we find
LV Y
∗α = LV Y
∗
0 α + Y
∗£χ(Y ;V )α = Y
∗(LV α +£χ(Y ;V )α). (2.4)
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It is argued in appendix A, identity A.3, that the vector χa(Y ;V ) depends linearly on
V , and hence defines a one-form on S, denoted χaY .
2 This yields the pullback formula
for LV ,
LV Y
∗α = Y ∗(LV α +£IV χY α). (2.5)
Applying (2.2) to this equation, one can derive the pullback formula for exterior deriva-
tives from [36] (see A.5 for details),
δY ∗α = Y ∗(δα +£χ
Y
α). (2.6)
A number of properties of the variational vector field χaY follow from the formulas
above. First, note χaY is not an exact form on S; rather, its exterior derivative can be
deduced from (2.6),
0 = δδY ∗α = Y ∗(δ£χ
Y
α +£χ
Y
δα +£χ
Y
£χ
Y
α) = Y ∗(£δ(χY )α+£χY £χY α), (2.7)
and applying A.7, we conclude
δ(χY )
a = −
1
2
[χY , χY ]
a. (2.8)
Another useful formula relates χaY to the vector χ
a
Y −1 associated with the inverse of Y .
Using that Y ∗ and (Y −1)∗ are inverses of each other, we find
δα = δY ∗(Y −1)∗α = Y ∗[δ(Y −1)∗α +£χ
Y
(Y −1)∗α] = δα +£δ
Y−1
α+£Y ∗χY α, (2.9)
where the last equality involves the identity A.8. This implies
χa
Y −1 = −Y
∗χa
Y . (2.10)
Additional identities are derived in appendix A.
Finally, as a spacetime vector field, χaY also defines a vector-valued one-form χˆY on
S, which acts as Iχˆ
Y
δφ = £χ
Y
φ. The contraction Iχˆ
Y
defines a derivation that preserves
the degree of the form, in contrast to Iξˆ, which is an antiderivation that reduces the
degree. Similarly, δ(χY )
a defines a vector-valued two-form on S, and produces an
antiderivation Iδ(χY )ˆ that increments the degree.
2In [36], χaY was denoted δ
a
Y
. We choose a different notation to emphasize that χaY is not an exact
form, and to avoid confusion with the exterior derivative δ.
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3 Edge mode fields
Edge modes appear when a gauge symmetry is broken due to the presence of a boundary
∂Σ of a Cauchy surface Σ. The classical phase space or quantum mechanical Hilbert
space associated with Σ transforms nontrivially under gauge transformations that act
at the boundary. This can be understood from the perspective of Wilson loops that
are cut by the boundary. A closed Wilson loop is gauge-invariant, but the cut Wilson
loop becomes a Wilson line in Σ, whose endpoints transform in some representation
of the gauge group. To account for these cut-Wilson-loop degrees of freedom, one can
introduce fictitious charged fields at ∂Σ, which can be attached to the ends of theWilson
lines to produce a gauge-invariant object. These new fields are the edge modes of the
local subregion. They account for the possibility of charge density existing outside of
Σ, which would affect the fields in Σ due to Gauss law constraints. The contribution
of the edge modes to the entanglement can therefore be interpreted as parameterizing
ignorance of such localized charge densities away from Σ.
A similar picture arises in the classical phase space of a diffeomorphism-invariant
theory. The edge modes appear when attempting to construct a symplectic structure
associated with Σ for the solution space S. Starting with the Lagrangian of the theory,
one can construct from its variations a symplectic current ω, a spacetime (d − 1)-
form whose integral over a spatial subregion Σ provides a candidate presymplectic
form. However, this form fails to be diffeomorphism invariant for two reasons. First,
a diffeomorphism moves points on the mainfold around, and hence changes the shape
and coordinate location of the surface. Second, since solutions related to each other by
a diffeomorphism represent the same physical configuration, the true phase space P is
obtained by projecting all solutions in a gauge orbit in S down to a single representative.
In order for the symplectic form to be compatible with this projection, the infinitesimal
diffeomorphisms must be degenerate directions of the presymplectic form [51]. This
is equivalent to saying that the Hamiltonian generating the diffeomorphism may be
chosen to vanish. While the symplectic form obtained by integrating ω over a surface
is degenerate for diffeomorphisms that vanish sufficiently quickly at its boundary, those
that do not produce boundary terms that spoil degeneracy.
As demonstrated in [36], these problems can be handled by introducing a collection
of additional fields X whose contribution to the symplectic form restores diffeomor-
phism invariance. These fields are the edge modes of the extended phase space. This
section is devoted to describing these fields and their transformation properties under
diffeomorphisms; the precise way in which they contribute to the symplectic form is
discussed in section 4.
The fields X can be defined through a Diff(M)-valued function X : S → Diff(M).
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In a given solution s, X is identified with the diffeomorphism in the image of the map,
X = X (s). One way to interpret X is as defining a map from (an open subset of) Rd
into the spacetime manifold M , and hence can be thought of as a choice of coordinate
system on covering the local subregion Σ.3 A full solution to the field equations now
consists of specifying the map X as well as the value of the dynamical fields φ(x) at each
point in spacetime. The transformation law for X under a diffeomorphism Y :M →M
is given by the pullback along Y −1, X¯ = Y −1 ◦X .
Since X defines a diffeomorphism from Rd to M , it can be used to pull back tensor
fields on M to Rd. We can argue as before that the Lie derivative LV and exterior
derivative δ satisfy pullback forumlas analogous to equations (2.4) and (2.6),
LVX
∗α = X∗(LV α +£IV χXα) (3.1)
δX∗α = X∗(δα +£χ
X
α), (3.2)
which serve as defining relations for the variational spacetime vector χaX . The result
of contracting χaX with a vector field ξˆ corresponding to a spacetime diffeomorphism
can be deduced by first noting that the pulled back fields X∗φ are invariant under
diffeomorphisms, since
X¯∗Y ∗φ = X∗(Y −1)∗Y ∗φ = X∗φ. (3.3)
In particular, the S Lie derivative Lξˆ must annihilate X
∗φ for any ξ, so from (3.1),
0 = LξˆX
∗φ = X∗(Lξˆφ+£IξˆχXφ) = X
∗(£ξφ+£I
ξˆ
χ
X
φ), (3.4)
and hence
Iξˆ
χa
X = −ξ
a. (3.5)
We can also derive the transformation law for χaX under a diffeomorphism from the
pullback formulas (2.6) and (3.2). On the one hand we have
δX¯∗α = X¯∗(δα +£χ
X¯
α), (3.6)
while on the other hand this can also be computed as
δX¯∗α = δX∗(Y −1)∗α = X∗[δ(Y −1)∗α+ £χ
X
(Y −1)∗α] = X¯∗(δα+£χ
Y−1
α +£Y ∗χXα)
(3.7)
3We assume for simplicity that the subregion of interest can be covered by a single coordinate
system. For topologically nontrivial subregions, the fields may consist of a collection of maps Xi, one
for each coordinate patch needed to cover the region.
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where the last equality employed identity A.8. Comparing these expressions and ap-
plying the formula (2.10) for χa
Y −1
gives the transformation law
χa
X¯ = Y
∗(χaX − χ
a
Y ). (3.8)
The X fields lead to an easy prescription for forming diffeomorphism-invariant
quantities: simply work with the pulled back fields X∗φ. These are diffeomorphism-
invariant due to equation (3.3), and consequently the variation δX∗φ is as well. We
can explicitly confirm that δX∗φ are annihilated by infinitesimal diffeomorphisms ξˆ:
IξˆδX
∗φ = IξˆX
∗(δφ+£χ
X
φ) = X∗(£ξφ− £ξφ) = 0. (3.9)
Another combination of one-forms that appears frequently is α+ Iχˆ
X
α, and it is easily
checked that Iξˆ annihilates this sum. Finally, we note that when no confusion will arise,
we will simply denote χaX by χ
a to avoid excessive clutter. When referring to other
diffeomorphisms besides X , we will explicitly include the subscript, as in χaY .
4 Extended phase space
We now turn to the problem of defining a gauge-invariant symplectic form to associate
with the local subregion Σ. The standard procedure of [46, 47, 51] begins with a
Lagrangian L[φ], a spacetime d-form constructed covariantly from the dynamical fields
φ. Its variation takes the form
δL = E · δφ+ dθ, (4.1)
where E = 0 are the dynamical field equations, and the exact form dθ, where d denotes
the spacetime exterior derivative, defines the symplectic potential current (d− 1)-form
θ ≡ θ[φ; δφ], which is a one-form on solution space S. The S-exterior derivative of
θ defines the symplectic current (d − 1)-form, ω = δθ, whose integral over Σ nor-
mally defines the presymplectic form Ω0 for the phase space. As a consequence of
diffeomorphism-invariance, Ω0 contains degenerate directions: it annihilates any in-
finitesimal diffeomorphism generated by vector field ξa that vanishes sufficiently quickly
near the boundary. This is succinctly expressed for such a vector field by IξˆΩ0 = 0.
The true phase space P is obtained by quotienting out these degenerate directions by
mapping all diffeomorphism-equivalent solutions to a single point in P. Ω0 then defines
a nondegenerate symplectic form on P through the process of phase space reduction
[51].
This procedure is deficient for a local subregion Σ because Ω0 fails to be degenerate
for diffeomorphisms that act near the boundary ∂Σ. If the boundary were at asymptotic
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infinity, such diffeomorphisms could be disallowed by imposing boundary conditions on
the fields, or could otherwise be regarded as true time evolution with respect to the
fixed asymptotic structure, in which case degeneracy would not be expected [40]. For a
local subregion, however, neither option is acceptable. Imposing a boundary condition
on the fields at ∂Σ has a nontrivial effect on the dynamics [54–56], whereas we are
interested in a phase space that locally reproduces the same dynamics as the theory
defined on the full spacetime manifold M . Furthermore, the diffeomorphisms acting at
∂Σ cannot be regarded at true time evolution generated by a nonvanishing Hamiltonian,
because these diffeomorphisms are degenerate directions of a presymplectic form for the
entire manifold M .
Donnelly and Freidel [36] proposed a resolution to this issue by extending the local
phase space to include the X fields described in section 3. The minimal prescription for
introducing them into the theory is to simply replace the Lagrangian with its pullback
X∗L. Since the Lagrangian is a covariant functional of the fields, X∗L[φ] = L[X∗φ],
so that the pulled back Lagrangian depends only on the redefined fields X∗φ, and is
otherwise independent of X . The variation of this Lagrangian gives
δL[X∗φ] = E[X∗φ] · δX∗φ+ dθ[X∗φ; δX∗φ]. (4.2)
Thus the redefined fields satisfy the same equations of motion E[X∗φ] = 0 as the
original fields, and, due to diffeomorphism invariance, this implies that the original φ
fields must satisfy the equations as well. Additionally, the Lagrangian had no further
dependence on X , which means the X fields do not satisfy any field equations. If X
is understood as defining a coordinate system for the local subregion, the dynamics of
the extended (φ,X) system is simply given by the original field equations, expressed in
an arbitrary coordinate system determined by X .
The symplectic potential current is read off from (4.2),
θ′ = θ[X∗φ; δX∗φ] = θ[X∗φ;X∗(δφ+£χφ)] = X∗(θ + Iχˆθ). (4.3)
This object is manifestly invariant with respect to solution-dependent diffeomorphisms,
since both X∗φ and δX∗φ are. In particular, θ′ annihilates any infinitesimal diffeomor-
phism Iξˆ, as a consequence of the fact that IξˆδX
∗φ = 0 (see equation 3.4). An equivalent
expression for θ′ can be obtained by introducing the Noether current for a vector field
ξa,
Jξ = Iξˆθ − iξL, (4.4)
where iξ denotes contraction with the spacetime vector ξ
a. Due to diffeomorphism
invariance, Jξ is an exact form when the equations of motion hold [46, 47], and may be
written
Jξ = dQξ + Cξ, (4.5)
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where Qξ is the Noether charge and Cξ = 0 are combinations of the field equations that
comprise the constraints for the theory [57]. Then θ′ in (4.3) may be expressed on-shell
θ′ = X∗(θ + iχL+ dQχ). (4.6)
As an aside, note that we can vary the Lagrangian with respect to (φ,X) instead of
the redefined fields (X∗φ,X), and equivalent dynamics arise. This variation produces
δX∗L[φ] = X∗(δL+£χL) = X∗(E · δφ) + dX∗(θ + iχL), (4.7)
where Cartan’s magic formula £χ = iχd + diχ was used, along with the fact that d
commutes with pullbacks. Again, φ satisfies the same field equation E[φ] = 0, and X is
subjected to no dynamical equations. This variation suggests a potential current θ′′ =
X∗(θ+iχL), which differs from (4.6) by the exact form dX∗Qχ. This difference is simply
an ambiguity in the definition of the potential current, since shifting it by an exact form
does not affect equation (4.1) [43, 47]. However, θ′′ does not annihilate infinitesimal
diffeomorphisms Iξˆ, making θ
′ the preferred choice. The degeneracy requirement for the
symplectic potential current therefore gives a prescription to partially fix its ambiguities
[48], although additional ambiguities remain, and are discussed in section 5.
The symplectic potential Θ is now constructed by integrating θ′ over the local
subregion. Since θ′ is defined as a pullback by X∗, its integral must be over the pre-
image σ, for which X(σ) = Σ. This gives
Θ =
∫
σ
θ[X∗φ; δX∗φ] (4.8)
=
∫
Σ
(θ + iχL) +
∫
∂Σ
Qχ. (4.9)
The second line uses the alternative expression (4.6) for θ′, and is written as an integral
of fields defined on the original local subregion Σ, without pulling back by X . This
makes use of the general formula
∫
σ
X∗α =
∫
X(σ)
α, and also applies Stoke’s theorem∫
Σ
dα =
∫
∂Σ
α to write the Noether charge as a boundary integral. Equation (4.9)
differs from the symplectic potential for the nonextended phase space, Θ0 =
∫
Σ
θ,
by both a boundary term depending on the Noether charge, as well as a bulk term
coming from the on-shell value of the Lagrangian. For vacuum general relativity with
no cosmological constant, this extra bulk contribution vanishes, being proportional to
the Ricci scalar [36]. However, when matter is present or the cosmological constant
is nonzero, this extra bulk contribution to Θ can survive. As we discuss below, this
bulk term imbues the symplectic form on the reduced phase space P with nontrivial
cohomology.
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Taking an exterior derivative of Θ yields the symplectic form, Ω = δΘ. The
expression (4.8) leads straightforwardly to
Ω =
∫
σ
ω[X∗φ; δX∗φ, δX∗φ], (4.10)
where we recall the definition of the symplectic current ω = δθ. This expression for
Ω makes it clear that it is invariant with respect to all diffeomorphisms, and that
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms are degenerate directions, again because IξˆδX
∗φ = 0.
The symplectic form can also be expressed as an integral over Σ and its boundary
using the original fields φ, by computing the exterior derivative of (4.9). Noting that
the integrands implicitly involve a pullback by X∗, we find
Ω =
∫
Σ
(ω +£χθ + δiχL+£χiχL) +
∫
∂Σ
(δQχ +£χQχ) (4.11)
The first term is the symplectic form for the nonextended theory, Ω0 =
∫
Σ
ω. The
remaining three terms in the bulk Σ integral simplify to an exact form on-shell d(iχθ+
1
2
iχiχL) (see identity A.10), so the final expression is
Ω =
∫
Σ
ω +
∫
∂Σ
[
δQχ +£χQχ + iχθ +
1
2
iχiχL
]
. (4.12)
Hence, we arrive at the important result that the symplectic form differs from Ω0
by terms localized on the boundary ∂Σ involving χa. This immediately implies that
Ω has degenerate directions: any phase space vector field V that vanishes on δφ and
whose contraction with χa vanishes sufficiently quickly near ∂Σ will annihilate Ω. In
fact, only the values of χa and ∇bχ
a at ∂Σ contribute to (4.12); all other freedom in χa
is pure gauge. To see why these are the only relevant pieces of χa for the symplectic
form, we can use the explicit expression for the Noether charge given in [47]. Up to
ambiguities which are discussed in section 5, the Noether charge is given by
Qξ = −ǫabE
abc
d∇cξ
d +Wcξ
c, (4.13)
where ǫab is the spacetime volume form with all but the first two indices suppressed,
Eabcd = δL
δRabcd
is the variational derivative of the Lagrangian scalar L = −(∗L) with
respect to the Riemann tensor, and inherits the index symmetries of the Riemann
tensor, and Wc[φ] is a tensor with (d− 2) covariant, antisymmetric indices suppressed,
constructed locally from the dynamical fields; its precise form is not needed in this
work.
The last two terms in (4.12) depend only on the value of χa on ∂Σ, while the terms
involving Qχ can depend on derivatives of χa. From (4.13), Qχ involves one derivative
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of χa, and (4.12) has terms involving the derivative of Qχ, so that up to two derivatives
of χa could contribute to the symplectic form. To see how these derivatives appear, we
decompose δQχ as
δQχ = Qδ(χ) + ϙχ, (4.14)
where ϙξ = ϙξ[φ; δφ]
4 is a variational one-form depending on a vector ξ (which can be
a differential form on S), given by
ϙξ = −δ(ǫabE
abc
d)∇cξ
d − ǫabE
abc
dδΓ
d
ceξ
e + δWcξ
c, (4.15)
and δΓdce is the variation of the Christoffel symbol,
δΓdce =
1
2
gdf(∇cδgfe +∇eδgfc −∇fδgce). (4.16)
This decomposition is useful because ϙχ contains only first derivatives of χa, while
Qδχ = −
1
2
Q[χ,χ] involves second derivatives through the derivative of the vector field
Lie bracket.
In appendix B, it is argued that the second derivatives of χa in Qδ(χ)+£χQχ cancel
out, so that the boundary contribution in (4.12) depends on only χa and ∇bχ
a at ∂Σ.
This means that Ω has a large number of degenerate directions, corresponding to all
values of χa on Σ that are not fixed by the values of χa and ∇bχ
a at the boundary. The
true phase space P is then obtained by quotienting out these pure gauge degrees of
freedom. In doing so, Ω descends to a nondegenerate, closed two-form on the quotient
space [51]. However, the symplectic potential Θ does not survive this projection. It
depends nontrivially on the value of χa everywhere on Σ through the term involving
the Lagrangian in (4.9), which causes it to become a multivalued form on the quotient
space. One way to see its multivaluedness is to note that iχL is a top rank form on Σ,
so, by the Poincare´ lemma applied to Σ, it can be expressed as the exterior derivative
of a (d− 2)-form,
iχL
∣∣
Σ
= dhXiχL. (4.17)
Here, hX is the homotopy operator that inverts the exterior derivative d on closed forms
on Σ [58]. As the notation suggests, it depends explicitly on the value of the X fields
throughout Σ, which we recall can be thought of as defining a coordinate system for
the subregion. Since hX iχL is a spacetime (d− 2)-form and an S one-form, evaluated
at ∂Σ it may be expressed in terms of χa and δφ at ∂Σ, which provide a basis for local
variational forms. Hence, ∫
Σ
iχL =
∫
∂Σ
hX iχL, (4.18)
4
ϙ is the archaic Greek letter “qoppa.”
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and we see that this latter expression depends on χa at ∂Σ, so therefore will project to
the quotient space. However, hX will be a different operator depending on the values
of the X fields on Σ, and hence this boundary integral will give a different form on the
reduced phase space for different bulk values of X . This shows that the Lagrangian
term in Θ projects to a multivalued form on the quotient space.
The failure of Θ to be single-valued implies that the reduced phase space P has
nontrivial cohomology. In particular, the projected symplectic form Ω is not exact,
despite being closed. For a given choice of the value of Θ, the equation Ω = δΘ still
holds locally near a given solution in the reduced phase space, but there can be global
obstructions since Θ may not return to the same value after tracing out a closed loop
in the solution space. It would be interesting to investigate the consequences of this
nontrivial topology of the reduced phase space, and in particular whether it has any
relation to the appearance of central charges in the surface symmetry algebra.
Finally, note that for vacuum general relativity with no cosmological constant,
the Lagrangian vanishes on shell, being proportional to the Ricci scalar. In this special
case, Θ is not multivalued and descends to a well-defined one-form on the reduced phase
space, suggesting that the phase space topology simplifies. However, the inclusion of a
cosmological constant or the presence of matter anywhere in the local subregion leads
back to the generic case in which Θ is multivalued.
5 JKM ambiguities
The constructions of the symplectic potential current θ and Noether charge Qξ are
subject to a number of ambiguities identified by Jacobson, Kang and Myers (JKM)
[43, 47]. These ambiguities correspond to the ability to add an exact form to the
Lagrangian L, the potential current θ, or the Noether charge Qξ without affecting
the dynamics or the defining properties of these forms. Normally it is required that
the ambiguous terms be locally constructed from the dynamical fields in a spacetime-
covariant manner. In the extended phase space, however, there is additional freedom
provided by the X fields as well as the surfaces Σ and ∂Σ to construct forms that would
otherwise fail to be covariant. The freedom provided by the X fields is considerable,
given that they can be used to construct homotopy operators as in (4.17) and (4.18)
that mix the local dynamical fields φ at different spacetime points. For this reason,
we refrain from using the X fields in such an explicit manner to construct ambiguity
terms. However, we allow for ambiguity terms that are constructed using the structures
provided by Σ and ∂Σ, such as their induced metrics and extrinsic curvatures. This
allows for a wider class of Noether charges, including those that appear in holographic
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entropy functionals and the second law of black hole mechanics for higher curvature
theories [59–62].
A simple example of which types of objects are permitted in constructing the
ambiguity terms is provided by the unit normal ua to Σ versus the lapse function N .
Interpreting Xµ as a coordinate system for the local subregion, we can take Σ to lie at
X0 = 0. Then the lapse and unit normal are related by
ua = −N∇aX
0. (5.1)
The form ∇aX
0 depends explicitly on the X field, and hence is not allowed in our
constructions. However, the unit normal ua can be constructed using only the surface
Σ and the metric, and hence is independent of the X fields. This then implies that
N also depends on the X fields, and so the lapse function cannot explicitly be used in
constructing ambiguity terms.
5.1 L ambiguity
The first ambiguity corresponds to adding an exact form dα to the Lagrangian. This
does not affect the equations of motion; however, its variation now contributes to θ.
The following changes occur from adding this term to the Lagrangian:
L→ L+ dα (5.2a)
θ → θ + δα (5.2b)
Jξ → Jξ + diξα (5.2c)
Qξ → Qξ + iξα. (5.2d)
Note that since θ changes by an S-exact form, the symplectic current ω is unaffected.
Incorporating these changes into the definition of the symplectic potential (4.9) changes
Θ by
Θ→ Θ+
∫
Σ
(δα+ iχdα) +
∫
∂Σ
iχα = Θ+ δ
∫
Σ
α. (5.3)
We point out that the new term annihilates infinitesimal diffeomorphisms Iξˆ, so that
Θ remains fully diffeomorphism-invariant. Since Θ changes by an S-exact form, the
symplectic form Ω = δΘ receives no change from this type of ambiguity, which can also
be checked by tracking the changes of all quantities in (4.12). Given that only Ω, and
not Θ, is needed in the construction of the phase space, this ambiguity in L has no effect
on the phase space. However, it has some relevance to the surface symmetry algebra
discussed in section 6. The generators of this algebra are given by the Noether charge,
and for surface symmetries that move ∂Σ (the “surface translations”), this ambiguity
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would appear to have an effect. However, as discussed in subsection 6.1, once the
appropriate boundary terms are included in the generators, the result is independent
of this ambiguity. The form of the generator does motivate a natural prescription for
fixing the ambiguity such that the Lagrangian has a well-defined variational principle, so
that it is completely stationary on-shell, as opposed to being stationary up to boundary
contributions.
5.2 θ ambiguity
The second ambiguity comes from the freedom to add an exact form dβ to θ, since
doing so does not affect its defining equation (4.1). Here, β ≡ β[φ; δφ] is a spacetime
(d− 2)-form and a one-form on S. The changes that arise from this addition are
θ → θ + dβ (5.4a)
ω → ω + dδβ (5.4b)
Jξ → Jξ + dIξˆβ (5.4c)
Qξ → Qξ + Iξˆβ. (5.4d)
Under these transformations, the symplectic potential (4.9) changes to
Θ→ Θ+
∫
∂Σ
(β + Iχˆβ). (5.5)
Hence, the symplectic potential is modified by an arbitrary boundary term β,
accompanied by Iχˆβ that ensures that Θ retains degenerate directions along linearized
diffeomorphisms. Unlike the L ambiguity, this modification is not S-exact, and changes
the boundary terms in the symplectic form,
Ω→ Ω+
∫
∂Σ
(δβ + δIχˆβ +£χβ +£χIχˆβ). (5.6)
Because β can in principle involve arbitrarily many derivatives of δφ, its presence can
cause Ω to depend on second or higher derivatives of χa on the boundary. This affects
which parts of χa correspond to degenerate directions, and will lead to different numbers
of boundary degrees of freedom in the reduced phase space. As discussed in section 6,
this ambiguity can also be used to reduce the surface symmetry algebra to a subalgebra.
Give that β contributes to Θ and Ω only at the boundary, it can involve tensors
associated with the surface ∂Σ that do not correspond to spacetime-covariant tensors,
such as the extrinsic curvature. This allows the Dong entropy [59–61], which differs from
the Wald entropy [46, 47] by extrinsic curvature terms, to be viewed as a Noether charge
with a specific choice of ambiguity terms. This is the point of view advocated for in
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[62], where the ambiguity was resolved by requiring that the entropy functional derived
from the resultant Noether charge satisfy a linearized second law. In general, fixing
the ambiguity requires some additional input, motivated by the particular application
at hand.
5.3 Qξ ambiguity
The final ambiguity is the ability to shift Qξ by a closed form γ, with dγ = 0. Since
Qξ depends linearly on ξ
a and its derivatives, γ should be chosen to also satisfy this
requirement. If γ is identically closed for all ξa, it then follows that it must be exact,
γ = dν [63]. Its integral over the closed surface ∂Σ then vanishes, so that it has no
effect on Θ or Ω.
6 Surface symmetry algebra
The extended phase space constructed in section 4 contains new edge mode fields χa
on the boundary of the local subregion, whose presence is required in order to have a
gauge-invariant symplectic form. Associated with the edge modes are a new class of
transformations that leave the symplectic form and the equations of motion invariant.
These new transformations comprise the surface symmetry algebra. This algebra plays
an important role in the quantum theory when describing the edge mode contribution to
the entanglement entropy, thus it is necessary to identify the algebra and its canonical
generators.
As discussed in [36], the surface symmetries coincide with diffeomorphisms in the
preimage space, Z : Rd → Rd, where Rd ⊃ X−1(M). These leave the spacetime fields
φ unchanged, but transform the X fields by X → X ◦ Z. This also transforms the
pulled back fields X∗φ→ Z∗X∗φ, and due to the diffeomorphism invariance of the field
equations, the pulled back fields still define solutions. These transformations therefore
comprise a set of symmetries for the dynamics in the local subregion. Infinitesimally,
these transformations are generated by vector fields wa on Rd. Analogous to vector
fields defined on M , wa defines a vector wˆ on S, whose action on the pulled back fields
X∗φ is given by the Lie derivative,
LwˆX
∗φ = £wX
∗φ = X∗£(X−1)∗wφ, (6.1)
while its action on φ is trivial, Lwˆφ = 0. On the other hand, we may apply the pullback
formula (3.1) to this equation to derive
X∗£Wφ = X
∗Iwˆ£χφ, (6.2)
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where W a = (X−1)∗wa. The contractions of the vector wˆ with the basic S one-forms
are therefore
Iwˆχ
a =W a, Iwˆδφ = 0. (6.3)
We also will assume that wa is independent of the solution, so that δwa = 0. Writing
this as 0 = δX∗W a, and applying the pullback formula (3.1), one finds
δW a = −£χW a. (6.4)
In order for the transformation to be a symmetry of the phase space, it must gener-
ate a Hamiltonian flow. This means that IwˆΩ is exact, and determines the Hamiltonian
Hwˆ for the flow via δHwˆ = −IwˆΩ. The contraction with the symplectic form can be
computed straightforwardly from (4.12) by first using the decomposition (4.14) for δQχ.
Then
IwˆΩ =
∫
∂Σ
(−ϙW −Q[W,χ] − £χQW +£WQχ + iW θ + iW iχL) (6.5)
= −δ
∫
∂Σ
QW +
∫
∂Σ
iW (θ + Iχˆθ). (6.6)
The first three terms of the first line combine into the first term in the second line,
using formula (6.4) for δW a, formula (4.14) for δQW , and recalling that the integral
involves an implicit pullback by X∗, so that δ
∫
∂Σ
QW =
∫
∂Σ
(δQW +£χQW ).
It is immediately apparent that if the second integral in (6.6) vanishes, the flow is
Hamiltonian. This occurs if W a is tangent to ∂Σ or vanishing at ∂Σ, and hence defines
a mapping of the surface into itself. If W a is tangential, it generates a diffeomorphism
∂Σ, while vector fields that vanish on ∂Σ generate transformations of the normal bundle
to the surface while holding all points on the surface fixed. These transformations were
respectively called surface diffeomorphisms and surface boosts in [36]. The remaining
transformations consist of the surface translations, whereW a has components normal to
the surface, and the second integral in (6.6) does not vanish. In general, this term does
not give a Hamiltonian flow, except when the fields satisfy certain boundary conditions.
We will briefly discuss the surface translations in subsection 6.1, where we show that
they can give rise to central charges in the surface symmetry algebra.
Returning to the surface-preserving transformations, we find that the Hamiltonian
is given by the Noether charge integrated over the boundary,
Hwˆ =
∫
∂Σ
QW . (6.7)
The surface symmetry algebra is generated through the Poisson bracket of the Hamil-
tonians for all possible surface-preserving vectors. The Poisson bracket is given by
{Hwˆ, Hvˆ} = IwˆIvˆΩ = −Iwˆδ
∫
∂Σ
QV = −Iwˆ
∫
∂Σ
(ϙV +QδV +£χQV ) =
∫
∂Σ
Q[W,V ], (6.8)
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where the last equality uses equation (6.4) applied to δV a and that
∫
∂Σ
£WQV =∫
∂Σ
iWdQV vanishes when integrated over the surface since W
a is parallel to ∂Σ. This
shows that the algebra generated by the Poisson bracket is compatible with the Lie
algebra of surface preserving vector fields,
{Hwˆ, Hvˆ} = H[w,v]ˆ , (6.9)
without the appearance of any central charges, i.e. the map wa 7→ Hwˆ is a Lie algebra
homomorphism. Note that the algebra of surface-preserving vector fields is much larger
than the surface symmetry algebra. This is because the generators of surface symme-
tries depend only on the values of the vector field and its derivative at ∂Σ. Vector
fields that die off sufficiently quickly near ∂Σ correspond to vanishing Hamiltonians.
The transformations they induce on S are pure gauge, and they drop out after passing
to the reduced phase space.
To identify the surface symmetry algebra, it is useful to first describe the larger
algebra of surface-preserving diffeomorphisms, which contains the surface symmetries
as a subalgebra. It takes the form of a semidirect product, Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ Dir∂Σ where
Diff(∂Σ) is the diffeomorphism group of ∂Σ, and Dir∂Σ is the normal subgroup of
diffeomorphisms that fix all points on ∂Σ.5 Dir∂Σ is generated by vector fields W
a that
vanish on ∂Σ, and it is a normal subgroup because the vanishing property is preserved
under commutation with all surface-preserving vector fields:
[W,V ]a
∣∣
∂Σ
= (W b∂bV
a − V b∂bW
a)
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0, (6.10)
where the first term vanishes since W b vanishes at ∂Σ, and the second term vanishes
because V b is parallel to ∂Σ, and W a is zero everywhere along the surface. A general
surface preserving vector field can then be expressed as
W a =W a‖ +W
a
0 , (6.11)
where W a0 vanishes on ∂Σ and W
a
‖ is tangent to ∂Σ. Note that this decomposition is
not canonical; away from ∂Σ there is some freedom in specifying which components of
the vector field correspond to the tangential direction. However, given any such choice,
it is clear that ifW a‖ is nonvanishing at ∂Σ, then it will be nonzero in a neighborhood of
∂Σ, and hence the parallel vector fields act nontrivially on the V a0 component of other
vector fields. Finally, the commutator of two purely parallel vector fields [W‖, V‖] will
remain purely parallel, since they are tangent to an integral submanifold. The map
5 “Dir” stands for “Dirichlet,” since these are the diffeomorphisms that would be consistent with
fixed, Dirichlet boundary conditions at ∂Σ.
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W a 7→ W a‖ is therefore a homomorphism from the surface-preserving diffeomorphisms
onto Diff(∂Σ), with kernel Dir∂Σ. This establishes that the group of surface-preserving
diffeomorphisms is Diff(∂Σ) ⋉Dir∂Σ.
The surface symmetry algebra is represented as a subalgebra of Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ Dir∂Σ.
The Hamiltonian for a surface-preserving vector field is determined by the Noether
charge QW , which depends only on the value of W
a and its first derivative at ∂Σ.
Hamiltonians for vector fields that are nonvanishing at ∂Σ provide a faithful repre-
sentation of the Diff(∂Σ) algebra; however, the vanishing vector fields only represent
a subalgebra of Dir∂Σ. To determine it, note that only the first derivative of W
a
contributes to the Noether charge, and its tangential derivative vanishes. Letting xi,
i = 0, 1, represent coordinates in the normal directions that vanish on ∂Σ, the compo-
nents of the vector field may be expressed W µ = xiW µi +O(x
2), µ = 0, . . . , d− 1, and
the O(x2) terms are determined by the second derivatives, which do not contribute to
the Noether charge. Then the commutator of two vectors is
[W,V ]µ = xi(W ji V
µ
j − V
j
i W
µ
j ) +O(x
2), (6.12)
which is seen to be determined by the matrix commutator of W µi and V
ν
j , by allowing
the i, j indices to run over 0, . . . , d− 1, setting all entries with i, j > 1 to zero.
This algebra gives a copy of SL(2,R)⋉R2·(d−2) for each point on ∂Σ. The abelian
normal subgroup R2·(d−2) is generated by vectors for which the µ index in W µi is tan-
gential, i.e. W ji ≡ W
µ
i ∇µx
j = 0. These vectors represent shearing transformations of
the normal bundle: they generate flows that vanish on ∂Σ, and are parallel to ∂Σ away
from the surface. By specifying a normal direction, one obtains a homomorphism send-
ing W µi to its purely normal part, W
j
i . The fact that only the traceless part of ∇aW
b
contributes to the Noether charge, which follows from the antisymmetry of Eabcd from
equation (4.13) in c and d, translates to the requirement thatW ji be traceless whenW
a
vanishes on ∂Σ. This means that the 2× 2 matrices W ji generate an SL(2,R) algebra.
The generators V µi of R
2·(d−2) transform as a collection of (d − 2) vectors under the
SL(2,R) algebra, verifying the semidirect product structure SL(2,R)⋉R2·(d−2) for the
vector fields vanishing at ∂Σ. Under diffeomorphisms of ∂Σ, V µi transforms as a pair of
vectors; hence, the full surface symmetry algebra is Diff(∂Σ)⋉
(
SL(2,R)⋉ R2·(d−2)
)∂Σ
.
The extra factor of R2·(d−2) is a novel feature of this analysis, appearing for generic
higher curvature theories, but not for general relativity [36]. Its presence or absence is
explained by the particular structure of Eabcd, the variation of the Lagrangian scalar
with respect to Rabcd. When E
abcd is determined by its trace, i.e., equal to E
d(d−1)
(gacgbd−
gadgbc) with E a scalar, the R2·(d−2) transformations are pure gauge. The Noether charge
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for a vector field vanishing at the surface evaluates to6
QW
∣∣
∂Σ
= µnabE
abc
d∇cW
d = µ
E
d(d− 1)
ncd∇cW
d, (6.13)
where µ is the volume form on ∂Σ and nab is the binormal; n
c
d projects out the tangen-
tial component in ∇cW
d, leaving only the SL(2,R) transformations as physical sym-
metries. A particular class of theories in which this occurs are f(R) theories (which
include general relativity), where the Lagrangian is a function of the Ricci scalar, and
Eabcd = 1
2
f ′(R)(gacgbd − gadgbc). In more general theories, however, nabE
abc
d will have
a tangential component on the d index, and the algebra enlarges to include the R2·(d−2)
tranformations.
Curiously, there always exists a choice of ambiguity terms, discussed in subsection
5.2, that eliminates the R2·(d−2) symmetries. Namely, the symplectic potential current
θ can be modified as in equation (5.4a), with β chosen to be
β = ǫabE
abeds ce δgcd, (6.14)
and s ce = −ueu
c + nen
c is the projector onto the normal bundle of ∂Σ. Note that
the explicit use of normal vectors to ∂Σ makes this β not spacetime-covariant. This is
nevertheless in line with the broader set of allowed ambiguity terms discussed above.
From equation (5.4d), this term changes the Noether charge of a vector vanishing at
∂Σ to
QW
∣∣
∂Σ
= µnab
(
Eabcd −E
abe
ds
c
e − E
abecsed
)
∇cW
d. (6.15)
The additional terms involving s ce drop out when contracted with the normal compo-
nent on the d index of ∇cW
d; however, on the tangential component the additional
terms cancel against the first term. This choice of ambiguity thus reduces the sur-
face symmetry algebra to coincide with the algebra for general relativity, Diff(∂Σ) ⋉
SL(2,R)∂Σ.
Whether or not to use this choice of β depends on the application at hand, and it
is unclear at the moment how exactly β should be fixed when trying to characterize
the edge mode contribution to the entanglement entropy of a subregion. The above
choice is natural in the sense that it gives the same surface symmetry algebra for any
diffeomorphism-invariant theory. This would mean that the surface symmetry algebra is
determined by the gauge group of the theory, while the Hamiltonians for the symmetry
generators change depending on the specific dynamical theory under consideration.
Note also that there are additional ambiguity terms that could be added, some of
6The binormal is defined to be nab = 2u[anb] where ua is the timelike unit normal and na is the
inward-pointing spacelike unit normal. The spacetime volume form at ∂Σ is then ǫab
∣∣
∂Σ
= −nab ∧ µ.
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which enlarge the symmetry algebra by introducing dependence on higher derivatives
of the vector field. Determining how to fix the ambiguity remains an important open
problem for the extended phase space program.
6.1 Surface translations
While the surface-preserving transformations are present for generic surfaces, in situa-
tions where the fields satisfy certain boundary conditions at ∂Σ, the surface-symmetry
algebra can enhance to include surface translations. These are generated by vector
fields that contain a normal component to ∂Σ on the surface. For such a vector field,
the second integral in (6.6) does not vanish, so for this transformation to be Hamilto-
nian, this integral must be an exact S form. To understand when this can occur, it is
useful to first rewrite the integral in terms of pulled back fields on ∂σ, the preimage of
∂Σ under the X map:∫
∂Σ
iW (θ + Iχˆθ) =
∫
∂σ
X∗iW θ[φ; δφ+£χφ] =
∫
∂σ
iwθ[X
∗φ; δX∗φ]. (6.16)
Since δwa = 0, it is clear from this last expression that the flow will be Hamiltonian
only if at the boundary, θ is exact when contracted with wa,
iwθ[X
∗φ; δX∗φ]
∣∣
∂σ
= iwδX
∗B, (6.17)
where B[φ] is some functional of the fields, possibly involving structures defined only at
∂Σ such as the extrinsic curvature. When this condition is satisfied, the second integral
in (6.6) simply becomes δ
∫
∂Σ
iWB, and so the full Hamiltonian for an arbitrary vector
field wa is
Hwˆ =
∫
∂Σ
(QW − iWB) . (6.18)
Next we compute the algebra of the surface symmetry generators under the Poisson
bracket. It is worth noting first that by contracting equation (6.17) with Ivˆ, we find
that the B functional satisfies
iW£VB
∣∣
∂Σ
= iW IVˆ θ = iW (dQV + iV L). (6.19)
With this, the Poisson bracket is given by
{Hwˆ, Hvˆ} = −Iwˆδ
∫
∂Σ
(QV − iVB)
=
∫
∂Σ
(−IwˆδQV − £WQV + IwˆiδVB +£W iVB)
=
∫
∂Σ
(
Q[W,V ] − i[W,V ]B
)
+
∫
∂Σ
iW (−dQV +£VB − iV dB)
= H[w,v]ˆ +
∫
∂Σ
iW iV (L− dB). (6.20)
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Hence, the commutator algebra of the vector fields wa is represented by the algebra
provided by the Poisson bracket, except when both vector fields have normal compo-
nents at the surface, in which case the second term in (6.20) gives a modification. In
fact, the quantities
K[wˆ, vˆ] ≡
∫
∂Σ
iW iV (L− dB) (6.21)
provide a central extension of the algebra, which is verified by showing that they are
locally constant on the phase space, and hence commute with all generators. The
exterior derivative is
δK[wˆ, vˆ] =
∫
∂Σ
[
δiW iV (L− dB) +£χiW iV (L− dB)
]
=
∫
∂Σ
iW iV (δL− dδB). (6.22)
On shell, we have δL = dθ, and from (6.17) we can argue that the replacement
iW iV dδB → iW iV dθ is valid at ∂Σ. Hence, the above variation vanishes, and K[wˆ, vˆ]
indeed defines a central extension of the algebra.
The modification that B makes to the symmetry generators takes the same form
as a Noether charge ambiguity arising from changing the Lagrangian L → L + dα,
with α = −B. Using the modified Lagrangian L − dB, the potential current changes
to θ − δB. The boundary condition (6.17) then implies that the terms involving θ in
(6.6) vanish. The symmetry generators are simply given by the integrated Noether
charge, which is modified to modified to QW → QW − iWB by the ambiguity. Hence,
the generators Hwˆ are the same as in (6.18), and their Poisson brackets still involve
the central charges K[wˆ, vˆ]. Finally, note that the constancy of the central charges
requires the variation of the modified Lagrangian L − dB be zero when evaluated
on ∂Σ. Requiring that variations of the Lagrangian have no boundary term on shell
generally determines the boundary conditions for the theory. The same is true here:
a choice of B satisfying (6.17) can generally only be found if the fields obey certain
boundary conditions, and different boundary conditions lead to different choices for B.
The surface translations can be parameterized by normal vector fields W i defined
on ∂Σ. Assuming ∂iW
j = 0 in some coordinate system, where i, j are normal indices,
we can work out their commutation relations with generators of the rest of the algebra:
[W i, V j ] = 0 (6.23)
[W i, xjV kj ] =W
iV ki (6.24)
[W i, V A] = V A∂AW
i (6.25)
[W i, xjV Aj ] =W
iV Ai − x
jV Aj ∂AW
i, (6.26)
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where A denotes a tangential index. The first relation shows that the new generators
commute among themselves (although the corresponding Poisson bracket is equal to
the central charge K[wˆ, vˆ]), while the second and third show that W i transforms as a
vector under SL(2,R) and as a scalar under Diff(∂Σ). If the Noether charge ambiguity
is chosen as in equation (6.14) so that the normal shearing generators xjV Aj drop out
of the algebra, the resulting surface symmetry algebra is Diff(∂Σ)⋉ (SL(2,R)⋉R2)
∂Σ
.
However, if the normal shearing transformations are retained, equation (6.26) shows
that the surface translations are no longer a normal subgroup, since the commutator
gives rise to generators of Diff(∂Σ) and SL(2,R)∂Σ. In this case, the full surface
symmetry algebra is simple.
The above analysis was carried out assuming that all normal vectors generate a
surface symmetry. In practice, equation (6.17) may only be obeyed for some specifically
chosen normal vectors [44]. The resulting algebra will then be a subalgebra of the
generic case considered in this section.
7 Discussion
Building on the results of [36], this paper has described a general procedure for con-
structing the extended phase space in a diffeomorphism-invariant theory for a local
subregion. The integral of the symplectic current for the unextended theory fails to
be degenerate for diffeomorphisms that act at the boundary, and this necessitates the
introduction of new fields, X , to ensure degeneracy. These fields can be thought of as
defining a coordinate system for the local subregion, and the extended solution space
consists of fields satisfying the equations of motion in all possible coordinate systems
parameterized by X . While the X fields do not satisfy dynamical equations them-
selves, it was shown in section 4 that their variations contribute to the symplectic form
through the boundary integral in equation (4.12).
There are a few novel features of the extended phase space for arbitrary diffeomorphism-
invariant theories that do not arise in vacuum general relativity with zero cosmological
constant. First, in any theory whose Lagrangian does not vanish on-shell, the symplec-
tic potential Θ is not a single-valued one form on the reduced phase space P. This is
due to the bulk integral of the Lagrangian that appears in equation (4.9), along with
the fact that variations for which χa has support only away from the boundary ∂Σ are
degenerate directions of the extended symplectic form, (4.12). Because of this, Ω fails
to be exact, despite satisfying δΩ = 0. Investigating the consequences of this nontrivial
cohomology for P remains an interesting topic for future work.
Another new result comes from the form of the surface symmetry algebra. As in
general relativity, any phase space transformation generated by wˆ for whichW a ≡ Iwˆχ
a
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is tangential at ∂Σ is Hamiltonian. These generate the group Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ Dir∂Σ of
surface-preserving diffeomorphisms, but only a subgroup is represented on the phase
space. This subgroup was found in section 6 to be Diff(∂Σ)⋉
(
SL(2,R)⋉ R2·(d−2)
)∂Σ
,
which is larger than the surface symmetry group Diff(∂Σ) ⋉ SL(2,R)∂Σ found in [36]
for general relativity. The additional abelian factor R2·(d−2) arises generically; however,
it is not present in f(R) theories, in which the tensor Eabcd is constructed solely from
the metric and scalars. We also noted that for any theory, there exists a choice (6.14)
of ambiguity terms that can be added to θ, with the effect of eliminating the R2·(d−2)
factor of the surface symmetry algebra.
The inclusion of surface translations into the surface symmetry algebra was dis-
cussed in section 6.1. This requires the existence of a (d − 1)-form B satisfying the
relation (6.17) for at least some vector fields that are normal to the boundary. If such a
form can be found, the surface translations are generated by the Hamiltonians (6.18).
Interestingly, the Poisson brackets of these Hamiltonians acquire central charges given
by (6.21), which depend on the on-shell value of the modified Lagrangian L − dB at
∂Σ. Such central charges are a common occurrence in surface symmetry algebras that
include surface translations [44, 45, 50, 64–67]. In general, the existence of B requires
that the fields satisfy boundary conditions at ∂Σ. An important topic for future work
would be to classify which boundary conditions the fields must satisfy in order for B to
exist. For example, with Dirichlet boundary conditions where the field values are spec-
ified at ∂Σ, B is given by the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term, constructed from the
trace of the extrinsic curvature in the normal direction [68]. However, such boundary
conditions are quite restrictive on the dynamics. For a local subsystem in which ∂Σ
simply represents a partition of a spatial slice, one would not expect Dirichlet condi-
tions to be compatible with all solutions of the theory. An alternative approach would
be to impose conditions that specify the location of the surface in a diffeomorphism-
invariant manner, without placing any restriction on the dynamics. One example is
requiring that the surface extremize its area or some other entropy functional, as is
common in holographic entropy calculations [2, 59–61, 69, 70]. Since extremal surfaces
exist in generic solutions, these boundary conditions put no dynamical restrictions on
the theory, but rather restrict where the surface ∂Σ lies.
The effects of JKM ambiguity terms in the extended phase space construction
were discussed in section 5. It was noted that the B form that appears when analyzing
the surface translations could be interpreted as a Lagrangian ambiguity, L → L −
dB. Note that this type of ambiguity does not affect the symplectic form (4.12), and,
as a consequence, the generators of the surface symmetries do not depend on this
replacement. In fact, the generators (6.18) are invariant with respect to additional
changes to the Lagrangian L→ L+ dα, since such a change shifts the Noether charge
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QW → QW + iWα, but also induces the change B → B + α. An ambiguity that
does affect the phase space is the shift freedom in the symplectic potential current,
θ → θ + dβ. We noted that certain choices of β can change the number of edge mode
degrees of freedom, and also can affect the surface symmetry algebra. In the future,
we would like to understand how this ambiguity should be fixed. One idea would be
to use the ambiguity to ensure some B can be found satisfying equation (6.17). In
this case, the ambiguity is fixed as an integrability condition for θ. Such an approach
seems related to the ideas of [62] in which the ambiguity was chosen to give an entropy
functional satisfying a linearized second law. Another approach discussed in [61, 70–72]
fixes the ambiguity through the choice of metric splittings that arise when performing
the replica trick in the computation of holographic entanglement entropy.
As discussed in the introduction, one of the main motivations for constructing
the extended phase space is to understand entanglement entropy in diffeomorphism-
invariant theories [36]. The Hilbert space for such a theory does not factorize across
an entangling surface due to the constraints. However, one can instead construct an
extended Hilbert space for a local subregion Σ as a quantization of the extended phase
space constructed above. This extended Hilbert space will contain edge mode degrees of
freedom that transform in representations of the surface symmetry algebra. A similar
extended Hilbert space can be constructed for the complementary region Σ¯, whose
edge modes and surface symmetries will match those associated with Σ. The physical
Hilbert space for Σ∪ Σ¯ is given by the so-called entangling product of the two extended
Hilbert spaces, which is the tensor product modded out by the action of the surface
symmetry algebra. One then finds that the density matrix associated with Σ splits
into a sum over superselection sectors, labelled by the representations of the surface
symmetry group.
This block diagonal form of the density matrix leads to a von Neumann entropy
that is the sum of three types of terms,
S =
∑
i
(piSi − pi log pi + pi log dimRi) , (7.1)
where the sum is over the representations Ri of the surface symmetry group, pi give
the probability of being in a given representation, and Si is the von Neumann entropy
within each superselection sector. The first term represents the average entropy of
the interior degrees of freedom, while the second term is a classical Shannon entropy
coming from uncertainty in the surface symmetry representation corresponding to the
state. The last term arises from entanglement between the edge modes themselves,
and is only present for a nonabelian surface symmetry algebra [73, 74]. The dimension
of the representation has some expression in terms of the Casimirs of the group, and
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hence this term will take the form of an expectation value of local operators at the
entangling surface. It is conjectured that this term provides a statistical interpretation
for the Wald-like contributions in the generalized entropy, Sgen = SWald-like + Sout [36].
Put another way, given a UV completion for the quantum gravitational theory, the
edge modes keep track of the entanglement between the UV modes that are in a fixed
state, corresponding to the low energy “code subspace” [8, 75].
On reason for considering the extended phase space in the context of entanglement
entropy comes from issues of divergences in entanglement entropy. These divergences
arise generically in quantum field theories, and a regulation prescription is needed in
order to get a finite result. A common regulator for Yang-Mills theories is a lattice [1, 73,
74], which preserves the gauge invariance of the theory. Unfortunately, a lattice breaks
diffeomorphism invariance, which can be problematic when using it as a regulator
for gravitational theories (see [76] for a review of the lattice approach to quantum
gravity). The extended phase space provides a continuum description of the edge modes
that respects diffeomorphism invariance. As such, it should be amenable to finding a
regulation prescription that does not spoil the gauge invariance of the gravitational
theory. Finding such a description is an important next step in defining entanglement
entropy for a gravitational theory.
There are a number of directions for future work on the extended phase space itself,
outside of its application to entanglement entropy. One topic of interest is to clarify
the fiber bundle geometry of the solution space S, which arises due to diffeomorphism
invariance. A fiber in this space consists of all solutions that are related by diffeomor-
phism, and the χa fields define a flat connection on the bundle. Flatness in this case
is equivalent to the equation δ(χa) + 1
2
[χ, χ]a = 0 for the variation of χa. This fiber
bundle description of S will be reported on in a future work [77]. Another technical
question that arises is whether S truly carries a smooth manifold structure. One ob-
struction to smoothness would be if the equations of motion are not well-posed in some
coordinate system. In this case, the solutions do not depend smoothly on the initial
conditions on the Cauchy slice Σ, calling into question the smooth manifold structure
of S. If X is used to define the coordinate system, this would mean that for some
values of X the solution space is not smooth. A possible way around this is to always
work in a coordinate system in which the field equations are well-posed, and the gauge
transformation to this coordinate system would impose dynamical equations on the X
fields. Another obstruction to smoothness comes from issues related to ergodicity and
chaos in totally constrained systems [78]. It would be interesting to understand if these
issues are problematic for the phase space construction given here, and whether the X
fields ameliorate any of these problems.
Another interesting application would be to formulate the first law of black hole
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mechanics and various related ideas in terms of the extended phase space. This could
be particularly interesting in clarifying certain gauge dependence that appears when
looking at second order perturbative identities, such as described in [79]. The edge
modes should characterize all possible gauge choices, and they may inform some of the
relations found in [16, 80, 81] when considering different gauges besides the Gaussian
null coordinates used in [79]. They could also be useful in understanding quasilocal
gravitational energy, and in particular how to define the gravitational energy inside a
small ball. This can generally be determined by integrating a pseudotensor over the
ball, but there is no preferred choice for a gravitational pseudotensor, so this procedure
is ambiguous. It would be interesting if a preferred choice presented itself by considering
second order variations of the first law of causal diamonds [17, 20], using the extended
phase space. Some ideas in this direction are being considered in [82], but it is difficult
to find a quasilocal gravitational energy that satisfies the desirable property of being
proportional to the Bel-Robinson energy density in the small ball limit [83, 84].
Finally, it would be very useful to recast the extended phase space construction in
vielbein variables. Some progress on the vielbein formulation was reported in [48]. Since
vielbeins have an additional internal gauge symmetry associated with local Lorentz
invariance, care must be taken when applying covariant canonical constructions [85, 86].
It would be particularly interesting to analyze the surface symmetry algebra that arises
in this case, which could differ from the algebra derived using metric variables because
the gauge group is different. Comparing the algebras and edge modes in both cases
would weigh on the question of how physically relevant and universal their contribution
to entanglement entropy is.
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A List of identities
This appendix gives a collection of identities for the exterior calculus on solution space
S along with their proofs.
A.1 LV = IV δ + δIV
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Proof. This follows from standard treatments of the exterior calculus [52].
A.2 LV IU = I[V,U ] + IULV
Proof. This is simply the derivation property of the Lie derivative applied to all
tensor fields on S. IUα is a contraction of the vector U with the one-form α, so the
Lie derivative first acts on U to give the vector field commutator LV U = [V, U ],
and then acts on α, with the contraction IU now being applied to LV α. Hence,
on an arbitrary form, LV IUα = I[V,U ]α + IULV α.
A.3 LV Y
∗α = Y ∗(LV α +£(IV χY )α)
Proof. The discussion of section 2 derived equation (2.4), so all that remains
is to show that χa(Y ;V ) is linear in the vector V . This can be demonstrated
inductively on the degree of α. For scalars, it is enough to show it holds on the
functions φx. Applying A.1, we have on the one hand
LV Y
∗φ = IV δY
∗φ, (A.1)
while on the other hand,
LV Y
∗φ = Y ∗
(
LV φ+£χ(Y ;V )φ
)
= IV Y
∗δφ+ Y ∗£χ(Y ;V )φ (A.2)
since IV commutes with Y
∗. Equating these expressions, we find
Y ∗£χ(Y ;V )φ = IV (δY
∗φ− Y ∗δφ) . (A.3)
Since the right hand side of this expression is linear in V , χ(Y ;V ) must be as
well.
Now suppose A.3 holds for all forms of degree n− 1, and take α to be degree n.
Then for an arbitrary vector U , IUY
∗α is degree n− 1, so
LV IUY
∗α = Y ∗
(
LV IUα +£(IV χY )IUα
)
= I[V,U ]Y
∗α + IUY
∗
(
LV α+£(IV χY )α
)
,
(A.4)
where identity A.2 was applied along with the fact that IU commutes with £ξ.
On the other hand,
LV IUY
∗α = I[V,U ]Y
∗α+ IULV Y
∗α = I[V,U ]Y
∗α + IUY
∗
(
LV α + Iχ¯(Y ;V )α
)
.
(A.5)
Since U was arbitrary, equating these expressions shows that χ¯
a
(Y ;V ) = IV χ
a
Y ,
showing that the formula holds for forms of degree n.
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A.4 IV£χY = £(IV χY ) − £χY IV
Proof. This is essentially the antiderivation property applied to £χ
Y
. The space-
time Lie derivative £χ
Y
acting on a tensor can be written in terms of χaY and its
derivatives contracted with the tensor, where all instances of χaY appear to the
left. It is straightforward to see that when IV contracts with χ
a
Y in this expression,
the terms will combine into £(IV χY ), and since IV does not change the spacetime
tensor structure of the object it contracts, the remaining terms will combine into
−£χ
Y
IV , with the minus coming from the antiderivation property of IV .
A.5 δY ∗α = Y ∗(δα +£χ
Y
α)
Proof. This may also be demonstrated inductively on the degree of α. For scalars,
we simply note that equation (A.3) is valid for arbitrary vectors V , and since
χa(Y ;V ) = IV χ
a
Y , we derive δY
∗φ = Y ∗(δφ+£χ
Y
φ). Assume now A.5 holds for
all (n− 1)-forms, and take α an n-form and V an arbitrary vector. Then
IV δY
∗α = LV Y
∗α− δIV Y
∗α
= Y ∗
(
LV α +£(IV χY )α− δIV α−£χY IV α
)
= IV Y
∗(δα +£χ
Y
α) (A.6)
The first equality applies A.1, the second uses A.3 and the fact that IV Y
∗α is an
(n−1)-form, and the last equality follows from A.1 and A.4. Since V is arbitrary,
this completes the proof.
A.6 1
2
[χY , χY ]
a = χbY∇bχ
a
Y
Proof. This is a consequence of the formula for the commutator of two vectors,
[ξ, ζ ] = ξb∇bζ
a − ζb∇bξ
a, along with the fact that since χa is an S one-form, it
anticommutes with itself. Alternatively, the formula may be checked by contract-
ing with arbitrary vectors V and U . Letting IV χ
a
Y = −ξ
a and IUχ
a
Y = −ζ
a, we
have
IV IU
1
2
[χY , χY ]
a = IV [χY , ζ ]
a = [ζ, ξ]a = ζb∇bξ
a−ξb∇bζ
a = IV IUχ
b
Y∇bχ
a
Y . (A.7)
A.7 £χ
Y
£χ
Y
= £ 1
2
[χY ,χY ]
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Proof. For ordinary spacetime vectors ξa and ζa, the Lie derivative satisfies [58]
£ξ£ζ = £[ξ,ζ] +£ζ£ξ. (A.8)
Since χaY are anticommuting, this formula is modified to
£χ
Y
£χ
Y
= £[χY ,χY ] − £χY £χY , (A.9)
from which the identity follows. Note that A.6 provides a formula for [χY , χY ]
a.
A.8 £ξ(Y
−1)∗ = (Y −1)∗£Y ∗ξ
Proof. This identity is a standard property of the Lie derivative, see e.g. [87].
A.9 £χiχ = 12(i[χ,χ] + diχiχ − iχiχd)
Proof. The identity for ordinary spacetime vectors ξa and ζb [58]
£ξiζ = i[ξ,ζ] + iζ£ξ (A.10)
along with the fact that χa are anticommuting gives
£χiχ = i[χ,χ] − iχ£χ
= i[χ,χ] − iχdiχ − iχiχd
= i[χ,χ] − £χiχ + diχiχ − iχiχd, (A.11)
and moving −£χiχ to the left hand side proves the identity.
A.10 £χθ + δiχL+£χiχL = d
(
iχθ + 12iχiχL
)
Proof. The first term in this expression is £χθ = diχθ + iχdθ, which gives one of
the terms on the right hand side of the identity, along with iχdθ. Next we have
δiχL = iδχL− iχδL = −
1
2
i[χ,χ]L− iχdθ, (A.12)
where we applied equation (2.8) for δχa, and used that δL = dθ on shell. The
−iχdθ term cancels against the similar term appearing in £χθ, so that the re-
maining pieces are
−
1
2
i[χ,χ]L+£χiχL =
1
2
diχiχL, (A.13)
which follows from identity A.9 and dL = 0. Hence, the terms on the left of the
A.10 combine into the exact form d(iχθ + 12iχiχL).
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A.11 [V, ξˆ] = (IV δξ
a)ˆ
Proof. Here we can use that on local S-scalars, Lξˆφ = £ξφ. Then
L[V,ξˆ]φ = LV Lξˆφ− LξˆLV φ = LV£ξφ−£ξIV δφ = £(IV δξ)ˆ φ = L(IV δξ)ˆ φ, (A.14)
hence, [V, ξˆ] = (IV δξ
a)ˆ .
A.12 Lξˆ = £ξ + Iδξˆ
Proof. This formula is meant to apply to local functionals of the fields defined at
a single spacetime point. Since Iδξˆ annihilates scalars, it clearly is true for that
case. Then assume the formula has been shown for all (n− 1)-forms, and take α
to be an n-form. For an arbitrary vector V , since IV α is an (n−1)-form, we have
IV Lξˆα = LξˆIV α− I[ξˆ,V ]α = £ξIV α+ Iδξ IˆV α− I[ξˆ,V ]α
= IV (£ξα+ Iδξˆα)− I(IV δξ)ˆ α− I[ξˆ,V ]α, (A.15)
and the last two terms in this expression cancel due to identity A.11. Since V was
arbitrary, we conclude that the identity holds for all n forms, and by induction
for all S differential forms.
A.13 Lχˆ = Iχˆδ − δIχˆ
Proof. This is essentially a definition of what is meant by Lχˆ. The left hand side
is the graded commutator of the derivation Iχˆ and the antiderivation δ, which
defines the the antiderivation Lχˆ [87].
A.14 [V, χˆ] = (δIV χ
a)ˆ − [IV χ, χ]ˆ
Proof. This follows from the defining relation of the bracket [87],
LV Lχˆ − LχˆLV = L[V,χˆ]. (A.16)
Applied to φ and defining νa = −IV χ
a, this gives
L[V,χˆ]φ = (LV Lχˆ − LχˆLV )φ
= IV δ£χφ− δ£νφ− £χIV δφ
= IV (£δχφ−£χδφ)− £δνφ− £νδφ+ IV£χδφ
= (£[ν,χ] − £δν)φ
= (L[ν,χ]ˆ − Lδν )ˆφ, (A.17)
To get to the third line, the expression (2.8) for δχa was used. We then conclude
[V, χˆ] = [ν, χ]ˆ − δν ,ˆ proving the identity.
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A.15 Lχˆ = £χ − Iδχˆ
Proof. The formalism of graded commutators developed in [87] is a useful tool
in proving this identity. Given two graded derivations D1 and D2, their graded
commutator D1D2− (−1)
k1k2D2D1 is another graded derivation, where ki are the
degrees of the respective derivations, i.e. the amount the derivation increases or
decreases the degree of the form on which it acts. Hence, since IV and Lχˆ are
derivations of degrees −1 and 1, they satisfy
IVLχˆ + LχˆIV = −Lνˆ + I[χˆ,V ], (A.18)
where −νa = IV χ
a. Similarly, we have
IV Iδχˆ+ Iδχ IˆV = I(IV δχ)ˆ = I[ν,χ]ˆ , (A.19)
where equation (2.8) was used in the last equality.
We then prove the identity through induction on the degree of the form on which
it acts. It is true for scalars because Iδχφ = 0. Then suppose it is true for all
(n− 1)-forms, and take α to be an n-form. For an arbitrary vector V we have
IV Lχα = I[χˆ,V ]α− Lνˆα− LχIV α
= Iδνˆα− I[ν,χ]ˆα−£να− Iδνˆα−£χIV α + IδχIV α
= IV (£χα− Iδχˆα). (A.20)
The first line employs equation (A.18), the second line uses identities A.14 and
A.12 as well as the fact that IV α is an (n − 1)-form, and the third line employs
equation (A.19). Since V is arbitrary, we conclude the identity holds for all
n-forms, which completes the proof.
B Edge mode derivatives in the symplectic form
In this appendix, we derive the result advertised in section 4, that the symplectic form
(4.12) does not depend on second or higher derivatives of χa. Derivatives of χa appear
in Ω through the terms δQχ +£χQχ. The Lie derivative term may be expressed
£χQχ = LχˆQχ + Iδ(χ)ˆ Qχ
= IχˆδQχ − δIχˆQχ −Qδ(χ)
= Iχˆϙχ + IχˆQδ(χ) + δQχ −Qδ(χ)
= ϙχ + Iχˆϙχ +Q[χ,χ]. (B.1)
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These steps invoke the identities A.15, A.13 and equations (2.8) and (3.5), as well as
the defining relation (4.14) for ϙχ. Adding δQχ = ϙχ − 12Q[χ,χ] to this yields
δQχ +£χQχ = 2ϙχ + Iχϙχ +
1
2
Q[χ,χ]. (B.2)
From the derivation property of Iχˆ acting on S-forms and the identity Iχˆχa = −χa, it
follows that ϙχ + Iχϙχ = ϙ[φ;£χφ]χ, so that (B.2) can equivalently be expressed
δQχ +£χQχ = ϙ[φ; δφ]χ + ϙ[φ;£χφ]χ +
1
2
Q[χ,χ]. (B.3)
This expression is now amenable to determining how the derivatives of χa appear.
Both ϙ[φ;£χφ]χ and Q[χ,χ] contain second derivatives. The relevant term in ϙ[φ;£χφ]χ
comes from the variation of the Christoffel symbol in (4.15), which gives
− ǫabE
abcd
(
∇c∇(dχe) +∇e∇(dχc) −∇d∇(cχe)
)
χe
= −
1
2
ǫabE
abcd (∇c∇eχd −∇d∇eχc)χ
e + n.d.
= − ǫabE
abc
d
(
∇(c∇e)χ
d
)
χe + n.d., (B.4)
where “n.d.” represents terms with no derivatives acting on χa. This derivation invokes
the antisymmetry of Eabcd on c and d, and collects all terms involving antisymmetrized
derivatives of χd into the n.d. piece, since these can be replaced by a Riemann tensor
contracted with an undifferentiated χd.
Second derivatives of χd also appear in 1
2
Q[χ,χ] through the E
abc
d term in the equa-
tion (4.13) for the Noether charge. This term evaluates to
−
1
2
ǫabE
abc
d∇c[χ, χ]
d
= −ǫabE
abc
d∇c(χ
e∇eχ
d)
= −ǫabE
abc
d
(
χe∇(c∇e)χ
d +∇cχ
e∇eχ
d
)
+ n.d., (B.5)
which uses identity A.6. When added to (B.4), the second derivative terms cancel since
χe is an S one form, so (∇(c∇e)χ
d)χe = −χe∇(c∇e)χ
d. This shows that (B.3) does not
depend on second derivatives of χd.
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